Across
1. Barking dogs are ____ than cats.
4. Monkeys act ____ than a clown.
10. It will be ____ after the clouds pass.
12. Work is ____ if you ask for help.
14. The ____ worker quit his job.
17. One of his ____ is fishing.
18. Each of the ____ has one child.
19. The storm ____ my father.

Down
2. He ____ for the exam.
3. People cross the river on ____.
4. Are ____ larger than towns?
5. Roses are the ____ flowers of all.
6. It will rain if the sky grows ____.
7. The ____ child laughs and plays.
8. You need a much ____ day to fly a kite.
9. This box is the ____ one to lift.
11. Is my joke ____ than yours?
13. I leave five minutes ____ than you.
15. A dump truck ____ the dirt here.
16. She ____ every word by hand.